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The European Strategy for Particle Physics  
Update 2013 

 

Preamble 

Since the adoption of the European Strategy for Particle Physics in 2006, the field has made 
impressive progress in the pursuit of its core mission, elucidating the laws of nature at the most 
fundamental level. A giant leap, the discovery of the Higgs boson, has been accompanied by many 
experimental results confirming the Standard Model beyond the previously explored energy scales. 
These results raise further questions on the origin of elementary particle masses and on the role of 
the Higgs boson in the more fundamental theory underlying the Standard Model, which may 
involve additional particles to be discovered around the TeV scale. Significant progress is being 
made towards solving long-standing puzzles such as the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the 
Universe and the nature of the mysterious dark matter. The observation of a new type of neutrino 
oscillation has opened the way for future investigations of matter-antimatter asymmetry in the 
neutrino sector. Intriguing prospects are emerging for experiments at the overlap with astroparticle 
physics and cosmology. Against the backdrop of dramatic developments in our understanding of 
the science landscape, Europe is updating its Strategy for Particle Physics in order to define the 
community’s direction for the coming years and to prepare for the long-term future of the field. 
 

General issues 

a) The success of the LHC is proof of the effectiveness of the European organisational model for 
particle physics, founded on the sustained long-term commitment of the CERN Member States and 
of the national institutes, laboratories and universities closely collaborating with CERN. Europe 
should preserve this model in order to keep its leading role, sustaining the success of particle 
physics and the benefits it brings to the wider society.  
 
b) The scale of the facilities required by particle physics is resulting in the globalisation of the 
field. The European Strategy takes into account the worldwide particle physics landscape and 
developments in related fields and should continue to do so. 
 

High-priority large-scale scientific activities 

After careful analysis of many possible large-scale scientific activities requiring significant 
resources, sizeable collaborations and sustained commitment, the following four activities have 
been identified as carrying the highest priority. 
 
c) The discovery of the Higgs boson is the start of a major programme of work to measure this 
particle’s properties with the highest possible precision for testing the validity of the Standard 
Model and to search for further new physics at the energy frontier. The LHC is in a unique position 
to pursue this programme. Europe’s top priority should be the exploitation of the full potential of 
the LHC, including the high-luminosity upgrade of the machine and detectors with a view to 
collecting ten times more data than in the initial design, by around 2030. This upgrade programme 
will also provide further exciting opportunities for the study of flavour physics and the quark-gluon 
plasma. 
 
d) To stay at the forefront of particle physics, Europe needs to be in a position to propose an 
ambitious post-LHC accelerator project at CERN by the time of the next Strategy update, when 
physics results from the LHC running at 14 TeV will be available. CERN should undertake design 
studies for accelerator projects in a global context, with emphasis on proton-proton and electron-
positron high-energy frontier machines. These design studies should be coupled to a vigorous 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1567258/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1567258/
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Inner Tracker (ITk), silicon strips: Lund & Uppsala (+NBI, UiO?)

Plan to deliver 648 modules
in total (two types), production in
industry (NOTE, Norrtälje), quality
control in new clean rooms at institutes.

Hardware-based track trigger

I Uppsala also contributing to track trigger
I Pattern Recognition Mezzanine card
I Fast ML-based methods

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/UPGRADE/CERN-LHCC-2017-005/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/UPGRADE/CERN-LHCC-2017-005/
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Upgrades of the ATLAS detector

Hadronic calorimeter: replacement
of readout electronics

TileCal readout electronics upgrade

I Big responsibility for front-end electronics
I Design+delivery of 1100 daughter boards
I Responsibility for packaging data from

calib. system and PMTs, send to counting
room
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High-Granularity Timing Detector (HGTD): KTH

Mitigate pileup by exploiting that beam spot
has time dimension, spread ∼ 200 ps

I Two endcap disks at z = ±3.5 m, Si-based
Low Gain Avalanche Diode technology,
1.3× 1.3 mm2 pixels

I σt = 30 ps/track in acceptance:
120 mm < R < 640 mm⇒ 2.4 < |η| < 4.0

I KTH responsibility: functionality to allow
use as luminometer⇒ off-detector
FPGA-based electronics boards

5/26

Motivation: effects of pile-up

QCD pile-up jet

Hard-scatter jet

Hard scatterPile-up

“Stochastic”
pile-up jet

⌘ = 2.5

⌘ = 4.0

Need to associate: tracks to vertices, tracks to objects ) objects to vertices

Measuring luminosity with HGTD Luminosity for ATLAS Upgrade, July 4, 2017

Christian OhmIntroduction
• Timing detector placed where the 

current MBTS detector is located.
- A disk on each side, 5 cm thick and 

from radii 12 cm to 64 cm  
(2.4 < |η| < 4.2). 

- 4 layers of silicon detectors per disk.
- Thin LGAD sensors, operated at high 

gain for best timing resolution.

• During HGTD days last week:
- Option with W absorbers interleaved 

with the silicon planes was dropped.
- Pixel size agreed to be 1.3x1.3 mm 

everywhere (only 1x1 mm available in 
simulation for IDR studies).

- Reduces the power consumption and 
simplifies ASIC design.

2
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Physics topics

Plans for data analysis, of course subject to change since there’s plenty of time/data
between now and the HL-LHC start and things can happen on the way!

Beyond-SM searches:

I Dark Matter (LU, SU, KTH)

I Dijet final-state (LU): DM mediator
resonance, angular spectra, top tagging

I Lepton final states (LU): same-sign ``

I Top partners: VLQ, SUSY (SU, UU)

I Long-lived particles (KTH)

Higgs-related:

I SM Higgs measurements (KTH)

I Extended Higgs sectors (UU, KTH)

I Di-Higgs production (UU, SU)

I Composite Higgs (UU)

And much more: V V scattering, mW

Crucial ingredient for nearly all physics measurements: luminosity (Lund, Stockholm, KTH)
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Thanks!


